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Agenda

Corpus Linguistics and Corpora

Language Insights for Corpus Driven Research

Data-Driven Learning and Corpus Methodology for Teaching L2 
Writing

Teaching Vocabulary, Linguistic Features, and Genre for L2 
Writing

Teaching L2 Writing with the Corpus of Contemporary American 
English (COCA) 



What is Corpus Linguistics?

“an approach to research and teaching that makes use of computer 
assisted analyses of language” (Conrad, 2005, p. 393)

Belief in language description through on observations of naturally 
occurring written and spoken language use (NOT native speaker 
intuition)

Corpus research gives “prominence to those items that occur frequently 
in the language and that learners are hence most likely to encounter in 
real-life communicative situations” (Roemer, 2011, p. 208).



What is a corpus?

• A corpus - “a systematic compilation of naturally occurring language 
- serves as a primary dataset for linguists/ researchers interested in 
describing and analyzing linguistic forms, functions, and variation” 
(Friginal, 2018)

• Corpus analysis includes:

• Word and phrase frequency

• Range (in how many texts)

• Distribution (where it occurs)

• Collocations or Strength of Association

• Concordances (the word or phrase in context)



Sample Search for ‘Question’ (COCA)



Concordance for ‘Question’ (COCA)



Types of Corpora 

• A large collection of texts from different 
registers, genres, and domains

General Corpora

• Collection of tests from a specific domain, 
register or genre (contextualized)

Specialized Corpora

• Collection of written texts or transcribed speech
Written or Spoken 

Corpora

• collection of texts over time (language change)Monitor Corpora 

• Collection of similar or translated texts from 2 + 
languages 

Comparable or Parallel 
Corpora



Insights from Corpus-Driven Research

• Language choices are mediated by domain, register, and 
genre

• Sinclair (1991)  the idiom principle “a language user has 
available to him or her a large number of semi-preconstructed 
phrases that constitute single choices” (p. 110). 

• 58.6 percent of spoken and 52.3 percent of written discourse 
is formulaic (Erman and Warren, 2000) 

• ‘knowing’ a word or phrase includes ‘knowing’ its 
collocations, semantic preferences, grammatical categories, 
and textual colligation.



Corpus Insights and the L2 Writer

• formulaic sequences serve special functions in genre and 
writing “because members of a speech community know the 
expressions” and use them (Schmitt and Carter, 2004)

• language learners struggle more with formulaicity and need a 
large amount of input in a variety of contexts for fluency in 
writing



Corpus Use and Teaching L2 Writing 
McEnery and Xiao (2011) 

• Indirect Use of Corpora
• Reference materials and language testing based on corpus research

• Direct Use of Corpora 
• Teachers use corpora to develop classroom materials

• Students use corpora in classroom activities

• Use of Specialized Corpora in specific contexts
• Collection and analysis of specialized corpora for EAP and ESP 

settings

• Genre analysis classroom activities for EAP and ESP language 
learners



Data-Driven Learning (DDL) 

• a data-driven learning approach “the computer acts as an informant 
and “gives learners access to the facts of linguistic performance” 
(Johns, 1991, p. 1).

• language learners search for and read concordances generated from 
corpus analysis software to identify patterns in actual written or 
spoken language

• an alternative to the traditional teacher-centered rules-based approach 
to language learning



DDL Pedagogy (Kennedy and Miceli, 
2004) 

teachers guide learners in using corpus tools to analyze 
features for patterns and draw conclusions 

1. Formulate the question 

2. Devise a search strategy

3. Observe the examples and select relevant ones

4. Draw conclusions



Criticism of DDL

• use of concordances ‘decontextualize’ the language from its original 
use

• Teachers are reluctant to adopt these methods because:

• They don’t learn corpus linguistics methodology in teacher 
education programs

• They don’t have access to freely available, user-friendly corpora 
and corpus tools

• DDL can take up a lot of class time

• L2 writers with lower proficiency find concordances overwhelming



Issues and Options in DDL Pedagogy

• Use of ‘soft DDL’, teacher-controlled deductive tasks – OR -
‘hard DDL’, student-led discovery tasks

• Use of paper-based corpus activities or online corpus 
activities

• Teacher mediation and training students to do corpus analysis

• With reading and writing, use of top-down or bottom-up 
approaches

• Simplifying concordance lines for L2 writers with lower 
proficiency



Learning Outcomes

• Studies mainly in undergraduate and postgraduate ESP and EAP 
settings

• Positive outcomes for vocabulary acquisition, phraseology, and 
academic writing 

• Uses in EAP writing contexts

• Use of concordances to teach highly frequent words, phrases, grammatical 
features, and moves in a genre or discipline

• Raising learner awareness of language patterns not in textbooks

• Inductive corpus tasks increase learner autonomy and critical thinking skills



Some Corpus Activities for 
Teaching L2 Writing
• Using www.wordandphrase.info to analyze text for frequent academic and 

technical vocabulary for reading and writing (Davies, 2015)

• Investigating frequently misused phrases in learner writing (Cresswell, 
2007)

• Teaching students to consult corpora as they write (Gaskell and Cobb, 2004) 

• Investigating writer positioning and stance with reporting verbs (Friginal, 
2018)

• Teaching the use of lexical bundles in writing (Jones and Haywood, 2004)

• Raising genre awareness with concordances (Poole, 2016)

http://www.wordandphrase.info/


Using Word and Phrase for Academic 
Vocabulary (Davies, 2015)
• Teacher Preparation: 

• Analyze a sample text or model for writing for frequent words or phrases

• Task: 

• Use www.wordandphrase.info to analyze vocabulary in a model for writing

• Discovery Activity:

1. Read the excerpt from sample text and analyze the underlined word: The initial impact with 
the seawall occurred at 11:27 pm.

2. Search for ‘impact’ in www.wordandphrase.info

3. What is the part of speech for impact in the sample text?

4. Which definition most closely matches the context in the text?

5. Look at some of the concordances. What adjectives frequently occur with ‘impact’?

6. Do you notice any other language patterns for this academic word?

http://www.wordandphrase.info/
http://www.wordandphrase.info/


Logical Connectors (Creswell, 2007)

• Teacher Preparation: 

• Analyze student writing for mistakes with logical connectors like although, 
nevertheless, moreover, etc.

• Task:

• L2 writers use a sub-section of COCA (academic articles) to analyze a set of 
frequently misused logical connectors in concordances

• Collaborative Activity:

• Groups receive a set of sentences with misused connectors underlined.

• Groups use COCA to answer questions about meaning, collocation, and use.



Corpus Consultation While Writing 
(Gaskell and Cobbs, 2004)

• Teachers give links to Compleat
Lexical Tutor website for common 
ESL writing errors in student 
writing as feedback

• Students go to the link and use the 
concordances to fix writing errors 
in their assignments.



Reporting Verbs (Bloch, 2010)

• Teacher Preparation:

• Teachers create a bank of sentences for concordances with reporting verbs used 
for academic positioning in research papers from COCA

• Use word frequency lists

• Task:

• Students read and classify concordance lines to develop understanding of how 
reporting verbs 

• Purpose:

• Reporting verbs establish the credibility of both the writer and the claims so that 
there is a greater likelihood that the reader will accept the position the writer is 
taking.



Teaching Formulaic Phrases for Writing 
(Jones and Haywood, 2004)
• Teacher Preparation:

• Identify formulaic 
phrases to teach 

• Select corpus extracts 
and remove phrases for 
fill-in-the-gap exercises.

• Task:

• Learners complete gap 
fills using COCA



Reconstruct the Context (Poole, 2016)

Discussion Questions:

• Who is the author of these sentences? Who is the audience?

• What is the purpose for writing?

• What rhetorical effect is achieved by the highlighted words?

• Are there other ways for the author to achieve the same effect?



Criteria for Evaluating DDL activities

• How well does the corpus materials fit the learner's needs and level of 
language? 

• How well does the corpus activity teach linguistic features? 

• Does the activity focus learner attention on particular forms? 

• Is the activity collaborative? 

• Does the activity provide Learners with feedback and provide teachers 
with assessment? 

• Does the activity develop use of language learning strategies 

Adapted from Friginal (2018)
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Useful Corpora for Teaching Writing
• Corpus for Contemporary American English (COCA)

• Davies, M. (2008 - 2020). The Corpus of Contemporary American English 
(COCA): One billion million words, 1990-2019. Retrieved from 
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/. from Bringham Young University 
https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/

• The Michigan Corpus of Upper-Level Student Papers (MICUSP)

• Michigan Corpus of Upper-level Student Papers. (2009). Ann Arbor, MI: The 
Regents of the University of Michigan. 

• The Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English (MICASE)

• Simpson, R. C., S. L. Briggs, J. Ovens, and J. M. Swales. (2002) The 
Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English. Ann Arbor, MI: The Regents 
of the University of Michigan. 



Corpus Tools and Activities
• AntConc and Other Free Corpus Analysis Tools

• Anthony, L. (2019). AntConc (Version 3.5.8) [Computer Software]. Tokyo, 
Japan: Waseda University. Available from 
https://www.laurenceanthony.net/software

• Compleat Lexical Tutor
• Cobb, T. Compleat Lexical Tutor. UQAM. Accessed 10 July 2020 at 

https://www.lextutor.ca/cgi-bin/range/texts/index.pl

• Tim Johns Kibbitzers (https://lexically.net/TimJohns/)

• MICUSP/MICASE Kibbitizers
• (https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BNwXY_FSiYVR-

9wVg55tZA043C5IsuvK)

• Davies, M. (2014) Analyze Academic Texts. Brigham Young 
University. Retrieved from www.wordandphrase.info

https://www.laurenceanthony.net/software
https://www.lextutor.ca/cgi-bin/range/texts/index.pl
https://lexically.net/TimJohns/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BNwXY_FSiYVR-9wVg55tZA043C5IsuvK
http://www.wordandphrase.info/


Upcoming Webinar

• Best Practices for Teaching an EAP course in Google 
classroom online. 

• Increase student engagement and persistence by attending to 
universal design principles for course navigation, 
collaboration, assignments, assessments, and classroom 
management in an online environment. 

• July 24, 2020 2:00 – 3:15 pm 


